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INTRODUCING:
THE HUMANS
OF SMUS
By Devon Oneschuk

Loosely based off of Brandon Stanton’s Humans of
New York, Humans of SMUS is a community-building
photojournalism project focusing on bridging
connections and finding friendly faces from all over
the SMUS community. This year, with cohorts, grade
divides and staggered start times, it can be difficult
to get to know one another. Humans of SMUS aims to
share the stories, ideas, opinions, passions and
pursuits of humans in the SMUS community. Read on
for interviews with some of the individuals I met with
during January 2021.

(Continued on page 2)
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Interview with Neil

the village, so if you walk

summer after grade four, I

Pakrasi, Grade 10

around the village, you

came to SMUS and moved to

Student

can see the whole school.

Victoria. I was pretty used to

I felt really at home there,

the experience of coming to

then suddenly, my parents

a new place and talking to

said we were moving to

new people, but I felt SMUS

Canada. I wasn’t very

was very welcoming. I don’t

happy at the time. Living

think grade five is a year

in England, everyone

where they have a lot of new

thinks Canada is just a

intake, so I was the only new

massive pile of snow and

kid in the class. After a

everyone plays ice hockey.

while, I started to make new

There’s nothing more to it.

friends and feel settled here,

“I lived in England from

I was thinking about

and I’ve been here since

when I was born until I

what I had in England,

then. It’s the place I’ve been

was nine. I went to three

how many friends I had

for the longest. I think that

different schools while I

there and all the time that

was all a very important part

was there, so I was used

I had spent there. I really

of what shaped who I am

to moving about. But, I

didn’t want to go, but I

today.”*

think moving from there

knew I had moved around

to Canada was much

before, so I thought that

*Check out Neil's personal essay on
page 9!

bigger, so it took me a

maybe it would be okay. I

while to get adjusted.

was nine at the time when

The school I was at

we moved to Nanaimo.

before I left, I had gone

Nanaimo was a big

there for maybe two or

jump from Oundle. Oundle

three years. I felt really

is this really quaint, small

at home there. I liked

village, and Nanaimo is

how it was running, I

more of an industrial

liked the sports that

town. I think what I

happened there. It was

learned from that move

in this really small

was learning to appreciate

village called Oundle.

the smaller things in life,

The school that was

like the nature. There is so

there was probably just a

much nature here that's

bit bigger than SMUS

not there in England. I

and it had boarders from

started grade four in

everywhere. The school

England, then after the

buildings were between

first term was when I

the buildings in

moved to Nanaimo. The

Interview with Theo Young,
Grade 12 Student
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“My first musical was in

but I feel like there’s a

because I had this really

grade five. The show was

reason that’s the thing

nice blend of still looking

called The Gypsy Baron. I

people keep coming back

up to people, but I was

was this gluttonous pig

to. It’s such a supportive

also setting an example.

farmer, who sang a song

environment, and it’s the

Then, in Newsies, I

about how much he liked

only true full grade

definitely felt like I was an

eating the pigs that he

connector. I’d say the

example-setter. The fact

farmed. I think I kept

second reason I am into

that I could likely do that

doing theatre because it

theatre is the community.

for people was really cool.

was my first experience

All the shows I have done

I would say the third

really being taken

at the Senior school were

reason for me getting into

seriously. Especially at

all very different

the musical, and staying in

that age, that can really

experiences because of

the musical, was definitely

be a struggle.

the role I was playing. I

the balance of being the

wouldn’t expect to feel so

role model and looking up

got from that was very

connected as I do to a

to the role models.”

much direct praise,

show like Catch Me if You

rather than the talking

Can, where I did nothing.

I feel like the praise I

down stuff that I was

I was in a dance

used to. That drove me to

number, but I got cut

want to pursue the

because I sucked. The

medium more in the

scene where the dance

future.

number happened was in a

So, I guess the first
reason behind me doing

shooting alley.
In the old-time

theatre was quite vain,

shooting ranges there

but I am definitely

were these white sheets

grateful that I had that

that were shot at, so, the

reason, because that got

solution was that I was

me into it. Now, at the

going to run to the back

Senior school, although

and take the sheets down.

the musical is a large

I got my moment of

community, it’s not the

stardom. That experience

whole school. When Mr.

in my first year inspired

Slavin usually interviews

me to look up to all the

some people in the show,

people in lead roles. I

the default answer is

definitely felt that carry

usually about community,

over into Mamma Mia,
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Q: What is the best way to ask
someone about their pronouns
without being disrespectful?
A: This is a great question, and you've already
achieved the first step: being curious about
how you can help people feel comfortable to
share their pronouns.
The easiest way to ask someone's
pronouns is to lead by example. Small
changes can make a huge difference, for
example placing your pronouns in social
media bios, or introducing yourself with your
pronouns (ex: "Hi, my name is _______
and my pronouns are _____/_____)
Be aware that as a cis person that displays
typical markers of your gender, you can use
your privilege to help others to share their
own experiences. Even if you feel that your
pronouns are obvious, you are creating a
platform where others can share.
Keep in mind is that not everybody will
feel ready to share. Whether they are
uncomfortable with sharing their pronouns,
or haven't yet realized how they would like
to be addressed, good allies recognize where
people are and don't pressure them to share.
In the meantime, try using non-binary
pronouns, or just simply their name, rather
than assuming anything (ex; change "Oh I
saw him/her over there" to "Oh I saw
them/(their name) over there", it's simple).
One final note - when discussing
pronouns, leave out the "preferred" part,
trans and non binary folk especially
acknowledge the harm that this can cause, in
making their rightful pronouns seem like a
choice.
—Sienna

Q: How can you deal with the “mourning period” associated with transitioning? For
example, with Elliot Page’s recent transition, I feel sad (?) about the loss of him as his
previous self, and the loss of his now dead name. I have trouble consolidating the
person he is before and after coming out. This is not transphobia related; I’m thrilled
for him and this shift towards his true identity. I just don’t know how to deal with
the complex feelings associating with transitions?
A: For me, personally speaking, mourning periods for people coming out are a strange thing. While
your initial reaction is easy to comprehend, I think that looking at someone's coming out and
mourning is wrong. When somebody comes out, nothing fundamentally changes about them! Though
you might use different pronouns and refer to them in different ways, they are still very much the
same person. For many trans people, especially in the public light, they have been dealing directly or
indirectly with their gender identity for years. To say or imply that there has been a change in their
person is flat out wrong. I personally like to think of it as cleaning a dirty mirror. You may, before
cleaning, see a distorted and blurry reflection of yourself, but when you wipe the dust and dirt off you
can see your true reflection. You have not changed in between those two states, but your perception
of self, and other people's perception of you has changed. It works almost exactly the same for
transitioning, in that your coming out is but revealing your true self.
—Lyra

Q: What are some ways to become a better ally for the LGBTQIA2+ community?
A: At times, it can seem overwhelming to try and do everything that you can to support the community,
but small changes can make a big difference. Here are some examples of what we all can do to be more
inclusive.
Tip 1) You can put your pronouns in your bio! It is so simple to do, and makes queer people feel
supported and normalizes putting their pronouns in their bio.
Tip 2) Educating yourself! This doesn't mean writing an essay on it, just finding information wherever
you can! Instagram and other social media websites often provide great information, provided the
account is monitored by admins that are knowledgeable about the subject. Our school library had tons
of books about sexuality, or featuring queer characters, or for more reading you can look into online
stories.
Tip 3) Promote queer voices, follow instagram accounts, repost informative posts, talk to your friends.
These are all easy examples of promoting queer voices, and acting a an ally.
Tip 4) If you’re interested, you can join the PRIDE alliance— we meet every Friday morning.
Tip 5) Make yourself a notable ally. Someone that people can come to if they might be struggling with
their sexuality or gender identity.
Tip 6) If your friend comes out to you, just be supportive! It’s a hard thing to do and sometimes the best
response is the respect and support from your peers and classmates.
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Becky Albertalli, "Leah on the
Offbeat"
Becky Albertalli writes so
poignantly and intelligently
about coming out and coming of
age. Her characters are funny,
caring, and incredibly real. Leah
on the Offbeat tackles
complicated issues of body
positivity, untraditional family
dynamics, and biphobia with
grace, nuance, and ease.

EM Forster, "Maurice"
This classic novel by EM
Forster discusses travel,
adventure, politics, and gay
relationships in the late 20th
century.

Richard Siken, "War of the
Foxes"
Richard Siken is an
incredibly talented gay poet,
who writes deftly and
intricately about love, loss, and
feelings of isolation and
exclusion.
Casey McQuiston, "Red, White,
and Royal Blue"
" Red, White, and Royal Blue is
a deceptively rom-com-esque
novel with a big heart, tons of
well written representation, as
well as important discussions
about politics and diversity.

Gabby Rivera, "Juliet Takes a Breath"
This debut novel by Marvel writer
Gabby Rivera follows the life of Juliet
Milagros Palante, a young Puerto
Rican-American recently introduced to
feminism and struggling with the
aftermath of coming out to her very
religious family and moving from the
Bronx to Portland.
Rose and Rosie, "Overshare"
Married Youtubers Rose
and Rosie discuss "love,
laughs, sexuality, and
secrets" in their memoir,
Overshare.
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DOCE UVAS AND THE
NEW YEAR
By Bo Gleave-Tan

Welcome to 2021! What

midnight, which are

least 1895), and the event

better way to start off

broadcast on television.

became more popular

your new year than with a
major choking hazard?

You also should be

around the turn of the

making twelve wishes as

century. Some say the

you do this, and with the

tradition was born from

Spain, as well as other

luck 2021 will bring, they’ll

the French practice of

hispanic countries, there

come true! But beware -

eating grapes and having

is a New Year’s tradition

not finishing them could

champagne at midnight.

to eat twelve grapes

mean a year of misfortune.

Let me explain: in

(preferably Aledo grapes,

The history of this

which have thin skins),

tradition is a bit unclear

representing the twelve

but there are written

months of the new year,

accounts of grape eating

one at each clock chime of

in the late 19th century (at

Happy New Year! Just
remember to chew your
doce uvas.
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THE CARDS IN YOUR
HAND

seen the phrase “2020 is the
worst year ever.” Many
people were traumatized by
the negative consequences
this year brought. The virus
has killed millions of people

By Jonathan Nguyen

and put more than ten
million people out of work.
George Floyd, an ordinary
African American citizen,
was killed by a white
Minneapolis police officer,
leading to the Black Lives
Matter movement that later
spread across the entire
country. 46 million acres of
forest in Australia were
ravaged by fire, destroying
the living habitats of more
than 800 species and the
homes and lives of many
people. I cannot imagine
being in their positions. I
don’t think I have their

If time machines were

out 95 percent of the Native

strength and perseverance to

invented and available to

American population and left

endure that pain. I will

everyone, I don’t think many

devastating effects on the

simply not understand.

of us would choose to go

Indigenous communities

back to 2020. It felt like the

whose homelands were

many others can do is to be

worst year ever.

stolen by European

optimistic with the current

colonizers. 1919 was

circumstances. 2020 was a

been worse years in world

supposed to be a celebratory

terrible year for many of us,

history, notably 1492 and

year after the infamous

but if there is one positive

1919. “In 1492, Columbus

World War I, when the

thing I can take away from

sailed the ocean blue” is a

Treaty of Versailles was

this year, it is that 2020 has

popular rhyme that has been

signed in France, but it was a

touched us all and connected

passed down over

spark of a bigger war

us globally. It was the first

generations to remember

decades later. Additionally,

time that the sense of

Columbus’s feat. However, in

the third wave of the Spanish

community was accentuated

exchange for this discovery,

Flu killed millions of people

and felt among every single

Columbus and his crew

this year, making 1919 a

one of us. Each person has

brought diseases like

candidate for the worst year

tried their best to take up

measles, smallpox, and

ever.

their roles and help each

There have certainly

chickenpox to the New
World. These diseases wiped

I can recount the number
of times I have heard and

However, what I and

other during this difficult
time.
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NEW YEAR, NEW
TRADITIONS

dedicated to the heat on the
fourth of July, Sidewalk Egg
Frying Day.
August is Admit You’re
Happy Month, which is
appropriate for medalists in

By Nora Yang

the Summer Olympics with a
closing ceremony on August
eighth, which is also
International Cat Day!
School has begun by the
time September rolls in, and
September fifth is Be Late for
Something Day, so don’t
worry about the
consequences for showing up
ten minutes after the start of
class!
We’re getting close to the
last moments of the year in
October. The holidays are

January is known as the first

In the midst of AP exams

around the corner and

month of the year, but it’s

and the end of the school

everyone is getting antsy for

also bath safety month. Start

year buzz, take comfort in

winter break. Luckily, the

off the new year by

May sixth: No Diet Day. Make

first of October is World

implementing safety

sure to stock up on the

Smile Day, so bring as much

measures to ensure your

hummus and chips for

joy into your day as possible

bath time is as risk-free as

International Hummus Day

in preparation for October

possible!

on May 13.

31, Increase Your Psychic

February isn’t just about

June 10 is Ball Point Pen

Powers Day.

Day. Keep an eye on them in

For November ninth,

Saturday of February is Eat

the office though, since June

celebrate your chaotic good

Ice Cream for Breakfast Day.

23 is Take Your Dog to Work

alignment for Chaos Never

Day.

Dies Day.

Valentine’s Day— the first

It’s good to note that the
tenth day of March is the

In July, the sun is out,

To conclude our year of

International Day of

and everyone is cheering for

weird holidays and

Awesomeness.

making it through the

traditions, December brings

academic year. Get in front

a lot of major holidays

Month— it brings rain and

of the mirror and announce

together and smashes them

showers, but nothing is

how proud you are on July

into a month of frenzied

better than watching new life

third, Compliment Your

shopping and baking. As the

grow in the yard. Make sure

Mirror Day. It’s best to lather

year draws to a close, we

that the greenery stays clean

on sunscreen in front of the

make resolutions for the year

and well-trimmed, since

mirror too— July can get so

ahead of us, and December

April fourth is World Rat Day.

hot that there’s even a day

31, Make Up Your Mind Day,

April is Lawn and Garden

seems apt for celebrating our
goals and achievements.
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WHEN CROSSING THE
ROAD

tremendously large in size, and

By Neil Pakrasi

Airways flight, I could hide all

takes up more than 12 square
kilometres of valuable London
land. Nonetheless, after 5
minutes of ascent in the British
12.14 square kilometres under
my pinky finger. Now, the move
was imminent in my mind.
Thinking about it made my
stomach feel light, so I pushed it
to the back of my head. I put my
hands back onto my lap and
craned my neck so as to watch
my homeland for as long as I
could. To my dismay, it soon
disappeared, and all I had left of
England was my accent and my
memories. As soon as the plane
ended ascent and the seatbelt
sign turned off, I firmly shut my
eyes. I tried to relive the
warmth of the Coffee Tavern on

Oundle. Source: Oundle.info

a cold winter's day. I recounted
each step I would take on the

The Friday was bright and
sunny, and the children

single tear.
I didn’t want to leave

waiting to be picked up were

Oundle school. It was my third

beaming just like the sun

school in as many years, and I

above them. Some were play-

had finally settled somewhere

fighting in the manner of the

and made friends I wanted to

new Star Wars movie, and

keep. I could not understand

others were trading shiny

why my parents wanted to

plastic cards with images of

leave this perfect little English

star players from the recent

village. As I walked the short

World Cup. Closer observation

path home, I remembered a

would find one of them was

moment just five days prior.

less animated than the rest. In

Just before lunch, Jemima had

fact, a hint of a tear was

asked, “Not to be mean but

welling up in his eye. He

like when are you leaving”. I

feigned as if something had

shrugged my shoulders and

blown into it, and wiped his

told her Friday. At the time, it

eyes with a grin. Soon, he said

still seemed like I would stay

his final goodbyes and began

in Oundle forever.

the walk home. Having turned

London Heathrow airport is

his back on his friends he gave

the busiest airport in Europe.

up the act and let go of a

It has six terminals, each

short stroll from my home to
the café, and the delightful
smell of sausages and eggs. I
also recounted the faces that
could usually be found
somewhere in the Tavern. I
visualized these images as
vividly as I could until I fell into
a deep sleep.
I was woken up upon
reaching Vancouver airport. As
the passengers of the flight
gathered their bags and filed
down the aisle, I rubbed my
eyes and drearily joined the line.
I was not fully conscious of my
surroundings and still quite
dazed. As the line began to
move towards the designated
exits, my situation came back to
(Continued on page 10)
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me. I kept my head down to

resist the push of the wind

railway station, Corby, is 9.3

avoid the dry air conditioning

came to mind. I was thinking

miles to the west. For me,

and stretched my legs. My right

of the colour of the leaves that

however, it was, and always will

leg scraped against my suitcase,

blew about the field when a

be much more than a village 9.3

and I winced as I felt a bruise. I

bright yellow taxi flew past

miles from the closest railway

remembered that I had tripped

directly in front of me and

station. On the sports field and

over my untied laces earlier that

honked its horn. I made signs

in the music classroom were

week while in pursuit of a

of apology before beginning to

where I first discovered the

soccer ball during lunchtime.

walk across the road. “Neil!”

passions I have to this day, and

The scene came back to me: all

my mum shouted. “I know,” I

in the immaculate streets

of my friends gathered in a

shouted back, “keep looking

walking between centuries-old

bunch on the concrete, kicking

ahead!”.

buildings was where I learned

the ball left to right and back

A quick Google search will

what sort of person I wanted to

again. I could picture the angle

inform you that Oundle is a

be. Trips to the small Coffee

of the sun in the sky relative to

market town on the River

Tavern and summer camps in

the old oak trees and cherry

Nene in Northamptonshire,

the various senior school

blossoms in full bloom. I

England, which had a

buildings spread across the

counted the members of both

population of 5,735 at the time

town are some of the memories

teams on my fingers and was

of the 2011 census. It is 69

I hold dear. However, in coming

trying to remember whether

miles north of London and 12

to Canada I learned that you can

Thomas was on our team or the

miles south-west of

never look just one way while

other team when my parents

Peterborough. The nearest

crossing the road.

called me back into reality.
“Neil! Come on!” I hastily
made up the gap between me
and the large black suitcase in
front of me. “Look ahead!” my
mum said. I apologized but soon
returned to reflecting back on
the past.
The next couple of hours
passed slowly, and the warm
airport air ensured I stayed in a
drowsy state throughout the
long security and immigration
process. However, the fresh
Vancouver air jerked me out of
my lethargy as soon I stepped
out of the wide airport doors. I
began to cross the road a few
seconds after my parents left
the footpath, and as I did so the
wind hit me. It reminded me of
the autumn winds in Oundle. I
stopped as the image of a long
line of children holding hands
on the field in an attempt to
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